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NEWS SHORT TAKES:
STATEMENT ON THE RUSSIAN
INVASION OF UKRAINE BY KKE
This was issued by the KKE on the first day
of the Russian invasion. It is a strong
condemnation of NATO, and Greek
involvement in the crisis.
The KKE statement identifies the war as an
imperialist war. Russia is identified as a
capitalist country which desires expansion
of capitalism via expansion of territory, in
other words imperialism. It claims the same
for NATO, and the USA.
The statement urges the working class, the
ultimate victims of all imperialism and all
capitalism, to take a hand. It is a good
reminder that Lenin in 1915 said, that the
mission of workers should be to turn
Imperialist war, into class war. Many
communists have previously condemned
the Eastern expansion of NATO, the cause
of the current war.
The KKE statement seems to be correct, in
shifting the focus to the workers. When
socialism ruled in Ukraine and in Russia,
both were happily united within the USSR.
Only a return to socialism in both Ukraine
and Russia can solve the current problems.
You can read the statement here:
https://inter.kke.gr/en/firstpage/
Below: Russian tank in Ukraine

CPWA Statement on RussiaUkraine Conflict
March 13, 2022

The situation in Ukraine is to be deplored,
and peace in this region is a matter of the
greatest importance.
Current war conditions were triggered by
factors which, when resolved and
disconnected, will permit a lasting peace.
Peace is a precondition of the struggle to
achieve socialism and peoples’
governments.
Imperialism has been first and foremost the
cause of this terrible conflict. The
imperialism of the U.S. and NATO was
obvious in the 2004 so-called ‘Colour
Revolution’ which first boosted Nazi
‘Banderist’ groups in Ukraine. The same
imperialism was behind the 2014 ‘Maidan’
coup, which created the first openly proNazi government in Ukraine.
The present war is an imperialist war, and
both sides represent different formations of
capital and different types of imperialism.
The U.S. and NATO in particular have
sought this conflict for selfish purposes,
and this has been happening for many
years. We point out that when Ukraine and
Russia were united in the Soviet Union, in
pursuit of socialism and popular liberation,
there was harmony between the two
populations. It has been good to see Soviet
flags appearing during the conflict.
As much as we may wish to applaud the
struggle against the Nazi regiments in
Ukraine, we also need to acknowledge the
imperialist nature of this war. The current
regime in Russia is nothing other than
capitalist. Our support for our dear comrades
in both Ukraine and Russia, and our call for
maximum efforts to destroy Nazis, is not
support for the Russian regimeitself. We
wish for nothing more, than the taking of
power in Russia by the working class and its
allies. We wish for this also in Ukraine. Good
luck, Comrades.
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‘RECORD SPENDING’ IN
DEFENCE TAKES AUSTRALIA
WELL OVER 2% OF GDP
By Brenda Kellaway
In a media release on the 29th of March
2022, Prime Minister Scott Morrison, and
Defence Minister Peter Dutton, announced
a major blowout in Defence spending,
taking expenditure on Defence, to well over
2% of GDP, otherwise known as Gross
Domestic Product. The Oxford Dictionary
defines Gross Domestic Product, GDP as:
‘the total value of goods produced, and
services provided in a country in one year.’
So, it refers to the amount of trading in one
year.
Around the world countries spend differing
amounts of money on Defence, however, it
could be considered, on average, for
countries to spend around 2% of GDP,
except the US who spend an extraordinary
amount on Defence.
According to SIPRI, an ‘Independent
International Institute based in Stockholm,
specifically looking at military expenditure,
in their article ‘World expenditure passes
$2 Trillion for the First time,’ (25th April
2022), America now spends 3.5 % of their
GDP on ‘Defence,’ or $801 billion in 2021.
‘China, the world’s second largest spender
allocated an estimated $293 billion’ in 2021
to Defence, or approximately 1.75% of GDP
according to the World Bank.
Below: Lismore Floods 2022

ABOVE: AUKUS NUCLEAR SUBMARINES BEING BUILT
FOR AUSTRALIA

Our new Defence spending has seen Australia
surpass even China, in spending for Defence in
terms of the percentage of GDP. China spends
1.75 % of GDP on Defence, and now Australia
spends approximately 2.06% of GDP. Of
course, in total money spent, China allocates
much more than Australia per annum,
however, China has a much greater population
at 1.402 billion people and Australia has 25.69
million people. China is spending
approximately $209.00 per individual annually
on Defence, and Australia is now spending
$1,238 per person, including children, with a
total of upwards of 31.8 billion dollars being
spent annually on Defence. This means for the
average family of approximately 3 people,
3,714 taxpayer dollars are being spent on
Defence, or 6,190 taxpayer dollars for a family
of five is being spent annually.
The fact is Australia is now spending an
astonishing amount of money on Defence. This
is the case although there are enormous
numbers of people who are suffering
financially, health wise, and in relation to
housing, due to fires, floods and Covid19 in the
past few years.
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Below Melinda Plesman looks at the remains of her
home after fires in Nymboida NSW 2021

According to the prior mentioned
Government press release, there is an extra
‘$270 billion’ spend on ‘Defence’ in the 20222023 budget. Andrew Hastie MP, Assistant
Minister for Defence, describes this as an
‘Investment into the capability and potency,
of the Defence force.’ This is in addition to
the between 170 billion to 200 billion spend
announced last year for nuclear submarines.
The recent announced spending, on Defence,
in Australia includes’: $9.9 billion on ‘cyber
and intelligence,’ this project is entitled
‘REDSPICE,’’ another $74.7million for
Operation RESOLUTE, to ‘protect Australia’s
maritime interests’, $104.2 million for
Operation ACCORDION, operations in the
Middle East, 10 billion for a large berth
precinct and new base for new submarines,
new investment into new uncrewed aerial
surveillance systems, Chinook helicopters
and combat engineering vehicles, 1.5 billion
investments in Air force, and an increase in
Defence civilian workforce by 18,500 people.
These figures were sourced by a government
media release on 29th March 22, however,
since then there has been yet another
announcement to produce missiles in
Australia, in a business agreement with
Lockheed Martin, this costing the Australian
taxpayer another 1 billion dollars.

As one can see these new amounts of
‘investment,’ in so-called Defence, are
enormous and frightening amounts of
money. So how does Scott Morrison attempt
to justify this spending? In the prior
mentioned press release he states:
“This Budget sets out the investments we’re
making will boost the Defence budget above
2 per cent of GDP not only helping keep
Australians safe but supporting local jobs and
industries right here at home.”
Below: Orphans in Iraq, estimated up to 5 million
children orphaned from invasion of Iraq

Let’s examine Morrison’s statement,
regarding ‘keeping Australians safe;’ in what
regard has any military action, Australia has
undertaken in the last twenty years, kept
‘Australians safe?’ If anything, the invasion of
Iraq, and actions in Afghanistan, has made
Australia a target for acts of terrorism in
retaliation for actions overseas. In no regard
can it be seen that Australian forces did
anything at all constructive in Afghanistan. It
could be said that as a direct result of actions
undertaken by Australian, and US troops, has
allowed for the Taliban to seize power in
Afghanistan. In Iraq hundreds of thousands
of innocent civilians were killed due to the lie
that there were ‘weapons of mass
destruction’ in Iraq, there were none. It is
important to point out that neither
Afghanistan, nor Iraq were ever a threat to
Australia.
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Regarding the latest tensions between
Australia and China, the presence of the
Australian navy in the South China Sea, the
overt support for the interest of the US in their
criticisms of China, along with increasing
militarization, could see us dragged into a
military conflict on behalf of the US, how does
that make us all ‘safe’ in Australia?

Above: Australian Navy joins American Navy in the
South China Sea.

Remember that the increases in military
spending in Australia, is on top of what is
already being spent. Given that Australians are
suffering from the economic, as well as the
health effects of Covid19, and regional areas
are suffering from recent fires and floods,
wouldn’t this money be better spent for public
use? The enormous amounts of extra money
being spent on so-called Defence, could easily
house every person currently rendered
homeless by recent disasters.’
Below: People in emergency accommodation due floods
in norther NSW

Below: Flooding in northern NSW

Now let’s look at the secondary attempt to
justify this money being spent on ‘Defence,’
that of the creation of jobs. Whilst there is
no doubt that if Australia and US did build
missiles here, it would create some work,
however, wouldn’t as many, if not more
employment positions be created if all that
money was spent on infrastructure and
building homes for people instead? The
answer is yes, many more jobs would be
created by large public housing building
projects, including jobs for many people in
different, building, electrical and plumbing
trades. Also, given that these missiles would
be built in partnership with Lockheed
Martin, there is no guarantee that
Lockheed Martin wouldn’t want many of
their own workers, from the US to be
employed on the project here.
Finally, if our government were to build
missiles, and other military equipment for
Lockheed Martin, it would definitely make
Australia more of a target from countries in
conflict with the US. As we have seen with
the war in the Ukraine, it is often
considered a good tactic to take out the
areas that manufacture weapons and have
airbases first.
It would be much more beneficial to the
people of Australia if, instead of spending
upwards 300 billion dollars in total, on
Defence, over the next few decades, that
we spend at least some of that money on
public housing instead.
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Letters to the Editor
Maitland hospitals transition to
the new hospital.
Hello comrades I have been informed of the
plight of nursing staff at the Maitland
hospital in NSW, before the transition to the
new hospital members of the NSWNMA had
a solid case on incident reports as evidence
to back up the shortfalls of the new
Maitland hospital.
The old Maitland hospital was substandard,
and asbestos ridden, however the new
hospital is nice and shiny. With this new
shinny hospital which cost 470 million
according to public records, wards are being
left empty as there is no funding to staff
them and to further complicate things the
Mental health unit which was already
struggling before the transition has the
same permanent staffing levels as the old
hospital. The mental health unit had the IRC
rule in its favour at first saying that if we
refused to go to the new hospital under
section 84 of the safe work act due to safety
concerns that it would not be considered
industrial action. After the previous ruling a
safe work inspector came and talked to
management and then staff, The inspector
was told of the woes of nurse’s conditions,
and he was in utter shock and disgust at the
nurses of the Maitland mental health unit’s
conditions. It seemed like the working class
was finally being heard and we all rejoiced in
the prospect of the “independent bodies”
that is safe work and the IRC of NSW doing
their impartial duties that they claim to do.

Below: Nurses & Midwives Rally: Civic park
Newcastle NSW

This celebration was short lived as on the
day before the hospital move the safe
work inspector’s superior was rushed in to
inspect the old hospital and the new
hospital and did so before the NSWNMA
local organiser could make the inspection.
According to nursing witnesses on the day
the second inspector was cold and distant
and seemed to have his mind already
made up before he had a chance to even
hear the staff out. Due to the preliminary
findings the IRC then had another ruling
which resulted in the second inspector’s
favour. This ruling then determined that if
nursing staff did refuse to move to the
new hospital it would be considered
industrial action. The units nursing
manager purposely held this information
as long as possible which made nursing
staff panic and second guess themselves.
The night before the 19th of January,
whichis the day before the hospital
transition, staff unity began to crack as
staff were now aware of the IRC’s second
ruling which deemed refusing to go to the
new hospital as industrial action as the
second safe work inspector claimed they
couldn’t comment on the individual
ward’s safety issues, but the hospital as a
whole was safe.
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On the night before the 19th of January an
extraordinary branch meeting was held and
approximately 25% of the members voted
in refusing to move to the new hospital
despite it being considered industrial action.
A couple of staff abstained from voting and
the rest followed the union delegate’s
advice which was to follow the IRC advice
and go to the new hospital and continue
fighting the good fight under the
government’s permission. The union
delegate has changed allegiances recently
as they are now aspiring to management
positions.
The union meetings secret ballot and voting
was not so secret as staff who have
opposed the hospital move have been
gaslighted and targeted by management.
Staff who voted for moving to the new
hospital are now regretting their decisions
and momentum is building for state-wide
industrial action in the coming weeks. It is
astounding how the NSW government can
allocate so much funding to building
projects but at the same time allocate very
little to extra staffing and services that the
public so desperately needs Capitalism is
great at dividing the working class and we
must all focus on our true enemy the
bourgeoise. In solidarity ...............
Below: Nurses/Midwives Rally Civic park, Newcastle

Russia-Ukraine Conflict
By Alfons the Bandicoot
Well, Comrades, we all enjoy a bit of history
don’t we. But just now we are witnessing a
whole mess of real history, happening under
our noses. Yes, of course, I am speaking of
the conflict over the Donbass and adjacent
Oblasts, in the place formerly known as East
Ukraine.
As Marxist-Leninist campaigners, we
naturally never take sides in imperialist
conflicts, or back imperialist politicians,
including Russia’s Putin. But some careful
study of statements from good Comrades in
the KKE of Greece, and the CPRF of Russia,
makes things a hell of a lot more complicated.
This is not a simple imperialist war.
Below: Ukraine Nazis attack Donbass

Obviously our first thoughts should go to our
dear Comrades. We need to have solidarity
with our Marxist-Leninist friends, in Ukraine,
in Russia, and especially in the Peoples’
Republics of Lugansk and Donetsk, which
make up the Donbass region. Our Comrades
in Ukraine deserve a special mention, because
they are being hunted, tortured, and murdered
by the regime in power in Kiev, for the
‘crime’ of communism. This is happening
right now.
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We should support Donbass, but not
uncritically. The term ‘Peoples’ Republic’ is
one of our own Marxist-Leninist terms, and
it has been somewhat misused. These two
places are not real Peoples’ Republics, but
they do have some Comrades involved, so
that is something at least.
By contrast, the regime in Kiev is distinctly
pro-Nazi, or as some would say, Nazi
adjacent. To the extent that this illegitimate
regime, swept to power in a U.S. inspired
coup in 2014, is pro-Nazi, this conflict
therefore becomes a war against fascism. To
that extent, we ought to support the enemies
of fascism, including Russia.
Our limited approval of Russia should be in
accord with the Marxist-Leninist future
which we all want to see for that place.
Therefore, we should make this idea of
support for Russian assistance, in the
Liberation of Donbass and the other Oblasts,
to come with certain demands. This would
absolutely include the nationalization of all
of the industries of the Russian Oligarchs,
and a return to building socialism in Russia.

‘For reforms ameliorate the
situation of the working class,
they lighten the weight of the
chains labour is burdened with
by capitalism, but they are not
sufficient to crush capitalism
and to emancipate the workers
from their tyranny.’
Clara Zetkin

History rolls on, as it always does, driven by
class struggle. None of us can say how the
conflict will turn out, and the role of the U.S.
imperialists remains highly suspicious. We
can only stick to our materialist analysis, and
socialist logic.
WORKERS UNITE!
Below: Russian Tank in Donbass
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MINING AREA NOT AS ‘WHOLESOME’
AS IT APPEARS

Below: Vacant housing commission property
needing repairs

Dear Editor,
I write to you regarding
the resource rich Hunter Valley of
NSW, where we frequently see the
long trains laden with its precious
cargo of filthy coal, destined for the
Port of Newcastle, where mountains
of stockpiled coal, are used to fill the
bowels of waiting bulk carriers to set
sail to a myriad of ports worldwide.
When driving up the highway,
towards the mining areas of the
Hunter, one passes through several
towns including Singleton, and
finally to Muswellbrook. Upon
driving down the hill, into
Muswellbrook, one sees the newly
completed retirement village and
further along a splendid 18-hole golf
course. The New England highway
also has frontages of relatively
modern motels, advertising
overnight accommodation and some
longer-term accommodation.
To the unsuspecting traveller one
would assume that this part of NSW,
the Carbon Capital of Australia, was
fabulously rich with lavish houses
filled with every household gadget
imaginable, and luxurious cars to
meander around from shopping
centre to shopping centre, to spend
their “hard earned” money, derived
from turning up for work in the local
mines or the power station!

Should one of these unsuspecting
travellers have an issue with the GPS
Navigation, in the BMW, and end up
in the lesser socio-economic areas of
Muswellbrook, like the former
Housing Commission areas of town,
they would see that the streets are
not paved with riches from coal
mining, but are in fact fairly poorly
maintained bitumen, mostly pot
holed, and they would see the
government owned houses, in most
cases, in fair to poor condition.

.

Above: A desolate looking Mount Arthur Coal.
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This current NSW Coalition
government is rarely seen to be
spending any money whatsoever on
refurbishment of public owned houses
in Muswellbrook. Some of these houses
are literally falling apart and the poor
tenant, is expected to live in these
dilapidated shanties and not complain.
Within a 15-minute ride, from where I
live, there are at least 10 houses,
including some brick homes, that are
boarded up to prevent vandalism.
These houses should be on a list for
repair to get some of the people who,
for no reason of their own, are forced
to sleep in their car or even a rented
caravan/camper van that have been
filling the local council owned caravan
park. There are people and families
living in tents there as well.
The NSW Government has been making
a lot of money from coal mining
Royalties, and for some regions this is
the biggest source of income for
government, and in fact they have been
collecting millions of dollars for quite a
while now, and I don’t see much of that
being diverted into public housing.
These royalties are in addition to the
taxes paid by miners and others in the
general community.
Below: protestors in Lismore on Morrison’s recent visit

Below: Protest in Glebe to keep public housing
2021

Our local government should be
putting the squeeze on the coal
mining industry and divert some of
their millions of profits into
construction some affordable
housing for those not fortunate
enough to be able to afford their
own homes. There is plenty of
scope for this to happen dear
reader, as the local price of coal is
sitting at $250 a ton. Mount Arthur
coal mine recently posted a profit
to year of $458million and they are
one of quite a list of mines who
would be enjoying huge profits
Let’s see some of these bulging
pockets emptied out into some of
the poorer areas of town and give
some of the other people a better
quality of life
Pete
“mascara” Kennedy
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Centrelink requirements –
ineffective at helping people
By Brennan Dick
Those who have unemployment
payments, under the Australian social
security system, would be accustomed to
the “Job skill improvement” programs or
‘employable skills’ programs. For those
who never underwent these programs,
they are mandatory courses where you
are informed: ‘education will get you
better opportunities.’
‘Jobs are now more often not advertised
than advertised,’ is the frequently used
mantra put forward by job providers.
However, the modern job market appears
to be rigged, to a system of interconnections and connections between
people. Those with access to careers and
employment opportunities are often due
to nepotism, due to the connections
people have, and this is a factor from
junior positions, all the way to more
senior roles, and even to Federal politics.
Below: People lined up for Centrelink Melbourne
Many people were newly unemployed since
Covid19 & recently experienced mutual obligation

In the UK, the “Wheels4 work” scheme, was
an attempt to help people in the country of
South Yorkshire, who were unable to get
public transport, in order to access education
or work. These people didn’t have a driver’s
licence or couldn’t acquire transport by
other means. This program was a success, to
a certain extent, but unfortunately it has
been axed, due to the lack of funding. The
mandatory improvement programs in
Australia, doesn’t have any similar programs
of assistance with transport, or driving
lessons, making it difficult for people even to
attend these mandatory improvement
programs or to acquire a driver’s license, a
requirement for many positions of
employment.
https://www.syw2w.co.uk/
What this means is, in Australia, these
mandatory programs often lead to increased
stress levels for the participants, to the
extent of affecting their mental health, as
many people simply can’t afford driving
lessons, or even a car, or motorbike or even
other forms of transport. More recently the
NDIS allocates, to those who qualify, 6
funded driving lessons for those wanting a
driving license, but this doesn’t apply to
everyone on welfare benefits but purely to
those on the NDIS. Getting a license is often
crucial for families, and particularly for
employment, as having a drivers’ license is
often a requirement for positions and is
therefore a factor in likelihood of success or
failure at job interviews.
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https://onroad.com.au/Lessons/DisabilityDrivingNDIS?gclid=Cj0KCQjwiNSLBhCPARIsAKNS4_
eGjcAFhAHozGNRXDEMIyyWLMrEmkVoKo
bpMakYtVAVlUyKf62c2tYaAqENEALw_wcB

In Urban areas there are jobs, but there is
high competition for the available
positions, and there are long lists of
educational and practical experience
requirements from potential employers
due to competition for available work.
Although there are employment positions,
the housing costs are extreme rendering
these areas out of reach for many workers
needing positions. These disadvantages are
suffered by people of all ethnicities, but
other disadvantages, such as forced
relocations, experienced by our first
peoples, exacerbate these problems as it
also does for people with disabilities forced
to re-locate to outer areas of the major
cities due to facility requirements.

The fact is, those born into rich or middleclass families in Australia, have more
employment opportunities, due to their
families’ being able to afford things such as
language lessons/driving lessons, both of
which can be expensive. Those without the
inherited wealth, are automatically
disadvantaged in a Capitalist economy.

When jobs are scarce and insecure, it
makes other factors in life harder in turn.
There can be increased exploitation,
families working harder, and longer, to
meet basic requirements, which in turn
creates a state of mental instability and
crisis. Mutual Obligation requirements
often exacerbate these problems.

Another factor, influencing the search for
employment, is where you live. There are
differences in employment opportunities,
for example if you live in regional or the
urban environment. While houses may be
cheaper in rural areas, the cost of
transport, or the lack of public transport,
often affects job opportunities, again with
many unable to travel to work or education
facilities, or to find housing in regional
areas in order to reside near to job
opportunities.

The worst side-effect is often the most
invisible one, that of how society values a
human being, people often judge others on
the capitol they hold. Such a mindset about
money and worth, can destroy families and
friends, for if taken to its natural
conclusion it makes a slave-master
relationship with those of money having
say over those with little money.

Above: Anti-poverty protestors 2019
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How the unemployed has been depicted by
those in power and the media therefore
viewed by the public includes:

This principle is indicative of the reserve
army of labour, the ability of very wealthy
people, of Capitalists, to have a ready
reserve of people they can hire and fire
according to their business needs. Freedom
and choice are often promoted as part of
Australia’s image and identity, yet as Lenin
suggests, in his work entitled ‘Left Wing
Communism an Infantile Disorder’, for
whom is this ‘liberty?’ To whom does this
prosperity go to? Whom has this
democracy?
If you look at how Australia runs, it does not
function as a democracy, but as a
plutocracy, and policies regarding those
without connections, or business links,
shows that relationship. It is a barbaric
practice to make people’s worth exclusively
based on their capitol, and the impacts of
such practices creates multiple issues for
those society looks down upon.

- Where the unemployed are regarded
as evil and subhuman
- Where people indicate they can see
the realities, but offer unrealistic or
substandard solutions
- The third group are those who lose
employment and experience it for
themselves.
- Often people fall into these
categories regarding their awareness
in relation to the issue of
unemployment.
- The SBS documentary, “Could you
survive on the bread line,” shows
many examples in relation to
category 2 as per my above example.
In this program they show the reality
of unemployment, without right wing
fearmongering, but they also don’t
explore much else, here we see
exposure work almost exclusively.
There is a place for such
documentaries, but we also need to
have programs and practical
applications where actual solutions
are proposed.
- https://www.sbs.com.au/ondemand
/program/could-you-survive-on-thebreadline

Below: Protest re Indue Card 2019
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A close comrade of mine stated:
“I was with Occutech Employment disability
service provider, recently they changed
management because the last one retired,
the other woman had helped me out before
quitting her job. The two replacements were
incompetent, I had received no letters prior
to appointments with them, I received no
prior text messages or text messages prior
to the time and date of my appointments.
This morning I phoned them up, and the
person who answered the phone was rude
and disrespectful, later on, they called me
back and said that the usual person was sick
and the one on call was a replacement.
Below: Poverty Action Alliance protest 2019
Newcastle

At this point I told them I would leave, and I
was very disappointed at the rudeness and
lack of service, so I caught the train to
Cleveland, which was around 40 mins away,
and went to a new employment agency.
Needless to say, I found it very hard to find
their offices, and finally I did get to explain
by the previous experiences. So now I
started off with a new agency.”

The point of his statement here is that these
are the types of struggles that people who
are unemployed have to deal with,
especially those who have autism or other
disabilities.
If you had to define the ideology of
Centrelink you would likely state that it suits
the concept of Legalism, ‘a strict, literal, or
excessive conformity to the law or to a
religious or moral code.’ This would also
likely be put together with Neoliberalism, an
‘ideology and policy model that empathises
the value of free market competition.
Neoliberalism is a policy model that
empathizes politics and economics and
seeks to transfer the control from public
sector to private sector.’ This ideology,
combined with the ideals presented by govt,
have merged into one and in many cases,
including what I experienced personally, the
care of the individual is not considered.
Technological problems can cause disruption
ordinarily, however, in Centrelink’s case,
being unable to do the punitive
requirements, can cause issues and has,
particularly during the pandemic. You may
acquire a waver from doing job searches
once, with computer problems, however, if
the issue persists, the chances for the same
reason being accepted declines sharply. For
example, after 5 weeks of internet issues at
home, I was told, by Centrelink, to “Go to
the library, or come into the office to
complete your 20 job searches”. That was
stated during a difficult and dangerous
period of the high possibility of infection
from Covid19 and was pre-vaccine.
Centrelink wanted me to risk my life and my
family’s life in order to carry out this task,
not even considering the effects of long
Covid19, and the affect it could have had on
my ability to work into the future.
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The worst part of Centrelink is also a key
contributor to mental health problems,
especially for those who endure it long-term,
this contributor is called ‘Mutual obligationrequirements’. These forced measures can go
as far as work for the Dole. This includes
minor increases in income of around $40 to
$60 per fortnight for working at least 5 hours
a day 7 days a week, for multiple weeks, in
places you have little say about. That could
be viewed as a form of modern slavery.
Modern slavery is defined as:
‘Situations where offenders use
coercion, threats or deceptions to
exploit victims and undermine their
freedom.”
- Situations of exploitation where a
person cannot refuse or leave work
because of threats’

Below: protest against cashless welfare card/ indue
Card

-

It is ironic, anti-communists say that
Communism is “Good on paper and bad in
practice”, yet Capitalism sounds like a utopia
on paper, yet it is horrible and inhumane in
practice for the majority. Welfare is not a bad
idea, a social net for those who have perhaps
lost everything due to no fault of their own,
and welfare could help society, as a whole, if
done with compassion, and care to help
those people in need. However, under
extreme Capitalism, welfare is nothing more
than a way for Capitalist institutions to use
citizens as de-facto slaves, or to harass them
to the extent they are prepared to take any
job, to accept often dangerous and poorly
paid work with poor conditions.

Press on the link below for information regarding
the Reserve Army of Labour/ the precarious
workforce

Precarious Work! The Reserve Army of Labour - YouTube

Below: Anti-Poverty Protest Perth

Below Link to What is the Reserve Army of
Labour video- please also refer to the link
to the right ‘Precarious Work! The Reserve Army of
Labour’ for a more in-depth look.

The Reserve Army of Labour: Why Capitalism
Needs the Unemployed - YouTube
-
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CULTURE AND ART

Thoughts on support for Art’s
Workers in the Irish Republic via
implementation of a Universal
Basic Income Scheme (UBI) for
Artists.
The Minister for Arts and Culture in the Irish
Republic, Catherine Martin has announced a
Universal Basic Income Scheme, (UBI) targeted
at supporting Irish Art’s Workers especially
hard hit by the Covid pandemic.
The rationale for this selective support for
three years is the essential place of culture in
the fabric of Irish society and life. Culture, the
Arts help define the very nature of what is Irish
society and what it is to be Irish the minister
made clear in her statement. As well, the Arts
and other Cultural endeavours generate a not
insignificant economic return. Despite what
Neo-Liberal pundits may moan, the Arts more
than pays its own way both in Ireland,
Australia and internationally as well as being
just as essential for their cultural/social
identities.

In San Francisco another slightly different
scheme labelled the Basic income Pilot for
Artists will see a stipend of US$1000 per
month given to one hundred artists for six
months though this has been extended to
a further fifty artists for twelve months via
private support. Support is also growing
across the USA for similar schemes in at
least ten cities.
As an artist, this writer certainly applauds
such initiatives while lamenting that
similar schemes have not been
contemplated for Australia. The last three
years have been very hard for the arts
sector and practitioners, myself included.
Many artists I know personally have had to
scale back their practises putting longterm careers into deep-freeze just to put
food on the table!
UBI as generalised support schemes for
low and poverty-stricken peoples around
the current capitalist economic zones of
exploitation has great appeal to many not
only arts workers.
(Article continues on page 17)

Right: ‘Nomad’
Painting by Mark Elliot
Ranken
Triptych:
(Three separate paintings as
a whole)
12mm x 1.4m
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It is not a new concept Thomas Moore in
“Utopia” (1516) required such a scheme for
his version of a utopian society and others
such as Thomas Spence and the American
philosopher Thomas Paine also advocated
similar schemes in the 17th and 18th
centuries. In Britain the likes of Bertrand
Russell and C.H. Douglas also advocated
such schemes as did President Lyndon B.
Johnson in his ‘War on Poverty’ legislation.
Also in Europe, currently the ‘Basic Income
Earth Network’ (BIEN) has been holding
academic conferences every two years and
advocating the adoption of UBI schemes.
Countries such as Finland, Switzerland are
or have considered similar schemes.
It is not just first world countries either,
currently South Africa is attempting to
implement a UBI scheme as is Sudan,
Namibia and Brazil. Iran has also applied a
form of partial UBI since 2010. In 2020
Wales began trialling a UBI system also.

As for Australia, nothing!

Below: Dublin Street Art; ‘Grey Area project’
by Adw Art, Clanbrassil Street Upper

For those unsure just what UBI is, well
according to Wikipedia it is:
“a socio-political financial transfer proposal
in which all citizens of a given population
regularly receive a legally stipulated and
equally set financial grant paid by the
government without a means test”
World-wide workers face accelerating
changes in the very nature of work. Workers
find themselves trapped in precarious
positions through casualised work and
disappearance of whole categories of
employment via automation and Artificial
Intelligence (AI). In addition, the vicious costcutting exhibited by P&O’s SACKING EIGHT
HUNDRED WORKERS VIA ZOOM MEETINGS
from its cross-channel services this last
weekend to be replaced apparently by
imported workers from the streams of
refugees coming to Britain fully shows the
savagery of a capitalist transnational
conglomerate. UBI at least offers one way to
address the iniquities of being in the reserve
army of the unemployed identified by Marx
as essential for the oppression of workers
everywhere and so loved by vulture
capitalists.
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Yet UBI is not a wholesale panacea, there are
significant challenges to be met even in
targeted schemes such as in Ireland and San
Francisco. Criticism has already been
expressed as to why it’s only for art workers
and not the whole population in Ireland.
Further the scheme’s both in Ireland and the
USA are allowing a relatively small number of
artists a fixed period of support. In Ireland
two thousand for three years, San Francisco
twelve months for one hundred and fifty,
what happens after that?

Below: A boat by Subset at ‘The Proper Order café’
Dublin

This does not take away the feeling of living
on borrowed time!
Equally a recent article in the ‘Conversation’
on UBI’s implementation in South Africa
points strongly to challenges such a scheme
must deal with. The first is, how to pay for it.
South Africa has a fragile economy based on
raw material exports (like Australia). The
ongoing cost for implementing UBI is
expected to be about 1% of GDP per year and
for a dodgy economy already faced with the
utter uncertainty of a transnational capitalist
world economy in constant crisis that is a
significant burden. Other countries of course,
first, developing and third world all face the
same question if they adopt UBI, how to pay
for it.
The answer at least in the first instance is to
re-imagine taxation. Closing the loopholes
that allow the likes of the Murdoch Mafia to
virtually pay no tax in Australia at least and a
pittance anywhere else. Close and abolish tax
havens where the criminal rich hide and
launder their money as well as making the
rich just pay their fair share. This includes
their kid’s education by, in Australia severely
scaling back the gross financial support given
to private education systems who actively
reinforce notions of old-boy elites above the
also rans of public education.

A serious world-wide effort to make the
transnational conglomerates who are
weightless via corrupted legal systems, pay
their full share of taxes as well as stripping
them of the enormous subsidies of various
shades they currently enjoy.
Ultimately the real solution is of course the
pursuit and implementation of a full socialist
revolution and replacement of the current
capitalist economic oppression that is
engulfing the world on so many fronts.
One wonders if these criminals ever read any
history. They might try at least reading about
the French Revolution and the fate of many
royalists not to mention the royal family of the
‘ancient regime’ when the oppression of the
workers and peasants became too much, and
lady guillotine sang so loudly!
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Nevertheless, such attempts at UBI support
for even limited periods of time and specific
groups of badly afflicted but invaluable
workers is a welcome development. Further
studies done where other earlier attempts at
similar income support such as in Manitoba
have shown increased work participation,
drops in mental health problems and no loss
indeed gains in productivity.

Below: Street Art: Portrait of David Attenborough
: Magnificent mural, Longwood Ave,
Dublin

Surely this points to the long-term value of
UBI as a tool for at least ameliorating some of
the economic oppression of workers in the
current disaster of capitalist economic
systems. Indeed, under any future socialist
restructuring of such economic realities, the
UBI structured into the future transformation
of economic models would still be essential in
the light of fundamental changes to the very
nature of work. The current galloping pace of
automation and application of Artificial
Intelligence in so many industries are here to
stay.
20.Then we may see UBI not as a band aid
applied to failing systems of capitalist
oppression but as part of a new socialist
economic horizon. One based on freeing
workers not just from capitalism but from the
very tyranny of working just to survive on a
pittance and to thrive in a truly brave new
world.

Below: Poster for Traditional Music Festival Dublin Jan
2022

Dr. M. ELLIOT-RANKEN
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THEORY AND PRACTICE

The document presented to the Royal

The Truth About Percy

Commission was fabricated by the
security agencies, from the actual book

By Alfons the Bandicoot

draft, by adding material designed to

For this sixth edition of The Agitator, we are

damage Labor. Lockwood had the last

going forward in time to the period of World

laugh, however. He revealed what was

War Two in the 1940s, and the Cold War in

actually in the real Document J, in an

the 1950s. Our topic is the perfect

illegal pamphlet titled ‘What is in

willingness of some Australians, to form a

Document J’. Copies of this clandestine

Japanese puppet government, similar to the

publication still exist.

Vichy Government in parts of France during

The main topic of Document J was the

the Nazi occupation. 2.This story first came

existence of a loose group of right-wing

to light at the time of the Cold War. There

Australians, who wanted to betray their

was a Petrov Royal Commission, set up by

country to the Japanese at the start of

the Menzies government, in 1954-1955, to

World War II. In the period before the

discredit the union movement and the Labor

attack on Pearl Harbour in late 1941,

Party. The main target was the brilliant

several prominent people were being

communist writer Douglas Lockwood, and

‘cultivated’ by the Japanese Consulate in

his draft of a book, which was known as

Sydney. The best known of them was

‘Document J’.

Percy Spender.

Below: Percy Spender

A politician of unbridled ambition, Percy
Spender was a real creep. He had no
scruples, and at one time he even tried to
get Labor Party preselection, so he could
enter parliament. His plan was to become
the Prime Minister of a special Australian
government, which would rule everything
South of the Brisbane Line, in cooperation with the Japanese.
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Below: Comrade Rupert Lockwood

The Royal Commission dragged on and on
and on, and it did its work, keeping Labor
in Opposition for another seventeen years.
But Document J was an ongoing problem
for Menzies, because of what it revealed.
The document was pronounced Top Secret,
and it is still secret today. A good thing for
us, that Lockwood and the Party were able
to get some of it out, via the illegal
pamphlet.

In the pamphlet, Lockwood produced some

The Menzies government was rotten to its

other names, such as Ezra Norton the

core, full of shady pro-Japanese and pro-

notorious right-wing publisher. Also

Nazi politicians and hangers-on. The U.S.

implicated were W. J. McKay the Police

government at the time was very much the

Commissioner, H. A. McClure-Smith of the

same. Our present so-called alliance was

Sydney Morning Herald, and Jack Lang’s

founded upon lies and treachery, and the

biographer J. H. Sleeman. Lockwood stated

new AUKUS axis of Dutton and Morrison

that Percy Spender had tipped off the

is just more of the same. It is time we

Japanese, just before their bank accounts were

assumed a position of strict neutrality, in

frozen in late 1941.

the interests of our own population, and put

The amazing thing is that all of these

an end to all of this nonsense.

characters were later rewarded by the Menzies
government, despite their potentially

Percy Spender & John Foster Dulles signing ANZUS
treaty

treacherous deals with Japan. In 1949 Menzies
made Percy Spender the Minister for External
Affairs, and it was Spender who negotiated the
ANZUS Treaty, with his very close friend
John Foster Dulles. Hugh McClure Smith was
appointed by Menzies as Ambassador in The
Netherlands, where he was linked to NATO
activities.
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The Rise of neo-Nazis: a
Marxist Perspective

Below: National Socialist Network- Neo Nazis in
Australia Sept 21

by Sam Bullock
The capitalist system in Australia has
experienced a very strong decline since the
1970s. Australia has seen the destruction of
industry, lower full-time employment, poor
job security, and lack of housing
affordability. General cost of living
standards in Australia seriously declined for
working-class people, due to the neoliberal
policies of Bob Hawke and then Paul
Keating. Policies of free market economics
have meant that generations of Australians
have grown up, since the 1970s and 1980s,
without their rights to job security, as
unemployment became the new norm.
Workers lost their ability to then go and
afford to become homeowners, and to
become part of the working class, as they
were aliened from this system. The postwar Australia, that promised them job
security, and a strong and prosperous
country, slipped away from their hands.
Not having the privilege that their
grandparents and their parents had, as
industrialisation via manufacturing in
Australia had been destroyed, is also partly
the fault of the trade union movement. In
addition, a remnant was left who did not
support the rights of unemployed people to
feel they had a sense of belonging to the
working-class. Instead, they found refuge in
the far right, in racist ideologies of
xenophobia. These were the people who
saw immigrants ‘coming to steal jobs’ by
taking up most of the unskilled labour jobs
that were available. These jobs taken up had
earlier been filled by people from the
Australian working-class, who were
predominantly ‘white people’ growing up in
the suburbs.

These Australians find that there are no
longer skilled labour jobs, especially over
the course of the neoliberal Howard
government. It is for this reason, that these
generations have grown-up to often support
neo-Nazi ideologies. As a revisionist left
has also written off unemployed people,
especially in Socialist Alliance and
Socialist Alternative circles, and some socalled representatives of even the
Communist Party of Australia, this has
worsened the problem. These groups have
let down the unemployed, since the
collapse of the Soviet Union in late 1991.
We have seen around the world the rise of
the far right as well, and here, the second
wave of neo-Nazis. The first wave was that
of Australia’s old White Australia policy,
which was also backed by the Australian
Labour Party, and the Liberal Party in its
first incarnation.
Playing a role in these policies of extreme
racism and anti-immigration ideologies, is
the experience of generations after the
millennial’s, who have now grown up in a
country with no job security. When they
leave high school, they have seen a lack of
employment, even for skilled workers, or
unskilled workers, causing anger and
resentment. This resentment has been
written off mostly, by the capitalist system,
and as Marxist Leninists, we have to look at
the fact that this is a product of the
capitalist system. Yet the fact is, that the
left is not all in that ship together, in
bringing people into the fold.
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Below: Far Right leader Blair Cottrell screeches
racism & hatred at St Kilda Beach rally January 2019

We see exploitation of labour, where
immigrants are abused for cheap labour, in
‘unskilled’ jobs that are normally higher than
the extremely low paid ones. The fact of the
matter is that when your daily life is about
one dole cheque to the next, and you are
long-term unemployed, bitterness grows.
Knowing that generations that had it good,
when there were manufacturing jobs, in the
steel industry in places like Wollongong, and
in places such as Geelong in Victoria, and
places like Elizabeth in Adelaide with the car
industry, makes it even harder.
The far right has managed to recruit so many
people from the ranks of the unemployed,
because they saw the devastation of their
communities, where these industries no
longer existed, and no answers. They have
seen massive social problems, especially
drug and alcohol abuse. Long-term
unemployment and poverty are seen as
normal, and no one is listing to them. One
problem is the politically correct culture of
the liberal left, and the obsession with
identity politics. A lot of young people do not
care about the left anymore, because they
gave up on them in anger, as theleft ignored
their daily lives.

The fact that there are no jobs, and there is
nothing but poverty, drives many towards
the far right and ultra-nationalist ideologies.
Of course, it’s easy to go and find scapegoats
in these areas, as the far right does. But the
so-called left does not take any responsibility
for allowing the rise of neo-Nazis here in
Australia. Instead of looking at the social
and economic problems, that have occurred,
due to the capitalist system, especially the
destruction of manufacturing jobs in
Australia, and the destruction of full- time
employment, the ‘left’ is distracted.
There is little concern about the rise of
casual labour, with no job security, where
generations before that had jobs for life.
Those workers were quite able to go and
hold down a job, and retire, and afford a
house and a car and a comfortable life. All
this was taken from the next generations,
deceived by the lies of both the capitalist
parties, in a system that has left them behind.
Meanwhile the white, politically correct, left
posers sit there, and call them scum. That is
the so-called left.
Events around the world have seen a rise in
extremist ideologies. On a Saturday night, a
lot of these young kids have bonded,
around a fire drinking, and have found a
sense of community in the ideology of
white supremacy. This can be seen if you
look at the United States National Socialist
movement. They recruited, the majority of
members, in cities like Detroit, with
extremely high levels of unemployment.
They target ‘white’ people, who
predominantly come from working-class
backgrounds. They have gone and screwed
them into believing in fascist ideologies, due
to their rage and anger in no longer having
gainful employment.
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Feelings of being overlooked, apply to the
majority of these working-class people who
have been recruited to these extreme hate
organisations. One of the prime examples of
this has been in the United States, with the
selection of Hillary Clinton, when she called
people ‘deplorables’. All they wanted was to
protect their jobs and their security, and this
was the reason that Donald Trump won the
previous Presidency of the United States. Here
in Australia the left has hardly been effective in
mobilising unemployed people, since the
Communist Party of Australia and the first
unemployed workers union, was formed
essentially the left has abandoned the
unemployed people. Yetthese people are the
reserve labour army of Capitalism. Instead,
these people have been made out to be ‘lumpen
proletariat’, and dismissed as garbage, by both
the left and the right.
To abandon them is pushing them into this
situation, where extreme neo-Nazi groups like
‘PDF Resistance’, the ‘Australian Patriotic
Protectionist Party’, the ‘Australian Defence
League’ and ‘Liberty Alliance Australia’
welcome them with open arms. Also, with the
COVID pandemic, these fascist groups have
taken up the cause of using the Antivaxxer
Movement. They have found this to be as a
strong tool for recruitment of young people by
denying the science, and the logic, that has
been part of this pandemic.
The resistance against fascism does not exist
here in Australia right now. The unions now
are starting to see the dangers of the far right,
and what they are really doing, after the violent
attacks on the CFMEU building in Melbourne.
The fact that there has not been an organised
united front, with unions and workers, to
destroy fascism, is unfortunate, but also the
fact that the left has not done anything to win
over people who are unemployed.

Below: Old Parliament House burnt by extreme
right posing as from Aboriginal Tent Embassy Jan
2022

Such people are probably more likely to join
a fascist group, than a Communist Party due
to the fact, that they associate communism
and the ideologies of the bourgeois left like
Trotskyism, and movements that are
obsessed with identity politics. Such groups
have long since abandoned the working
class, their obsession their obsession with
sexual orientation, and identity politics
means thatthey are completely dismissive of
class issues.
People who feel terrible about their daily
lives, having no jobs, dealing with
Centrelink, dealing with employment
agencies that don’t care about them,
knowing every week what they have to go
through, just to make sure that they have
enough food and that the bills are paid,
needs to be the focus. These are the reasons
that neo-Nazi groups are so strong in
Australia, as well as in the United States and
other countries. The fundamental problem
with the Capitalist system, in developed
countries such as Australia, is being ignored.
When the ruling class has privatised and sold
public assets, cut wages and job security,
and where now the Australian dream of
home ownership has slid right out of view,
class struggle absolutely needs to become
central.
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Below: Extreme Right in Australia gives Nazi Salute

The predominantly middle-class elements
who make up the majority of the trade
unionmovement and also make up the
majority of the Trotskyist movement, who
in turn dominate the left, have long since
given up on these people. From my own
personal experience, I have seen this in the
society welive in now. There is a need for
us to win over these people, even just
straight out of high school, where they go
until Year 12 now.
There are no guarantees anymore that
youngpeople will get full-time
employment, and even if they do go and
get a trade, there are still no guarantees
that they’ll get a job.
When you look at the rise of neo-Nazis and
have a look at the fact that this is a product
ofthe capitalist system, it will be clear. This
is nothing new in Australia. People who feel
they are neglected, who are not who are not
LGBT+, and who are not culturally diverse,
are attracted to it. Seeing themselves as
‘white’ Australians who were born and
raised in this country, they feel that they are
being excluded from our society.

The feeling rises as unemployment becomes
more rapid, and policies such as 457 visas are
put in place, that allow migrant workers to
take up unskilled labourjobs. When
unemployment becomes part of daily life, I
don’t think that all these people are a roomful
of idiots. People know that you do not get a
very clear ideology viewpoints, when peopleare
alienated from the system, and then told every
four years to vote for whoever, though with
the same old bullshit neoliberal agenda from
both parties.
Neoliberalism does nothing to fix problemsof
a lack of industries, does not create jobs in
major cities, or even regional Australia.
The fact of the matter is that most neo-Nazi
groups focus on regional cities, and regional
areas, partly due to the fact, that there are
higher levels of unemployment in these areas.
It helps to look at this from a MarxistLeninist perspective, about the deterioration
of capitalism in the Western world. This
applies especially to Australia, a country that
is in the hands of the United States and has
no truly independent political system. A
country which then manipulates people into
believing that somehow China is the enemy.
Below: Poster to vote No for the referendum to
ban the Communist Party in Australia
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The recruitment of the far right has shown
that the left needs to do a lot more work in
organising unemployed people. This means
organising them to realise that it’s not the
fault of immigrants, but of the Capitalist
system, and that this system is screwing you
on a daily basis. Instead of getting a pay
check, you have to get a dole check, and then
they blame you, and call you bulgers and
parasites, for not working. Our political
system creates more scarcity and less job
security, so there are not any jobs for you to
go and find. It then punishes you for it.

People need to see that the system we want, is
for them, proving our solidarity with workingclass people. We need to win them over to
Marx’s socialist ideology, away from the far
right. We can then teach them that it’s the
system’s fault, not their own fault. We can
demonstrate all the reasons that their cities, and
their towns, no longer have jobs. We can
sympathise that when you’re in a daily
situation, where the only thing to look forward
to is a carton of VB at the end week, life is
grim. When all you see is how the city used to
be prosperous, because it had manufacturing
jobs, but now General Motors and Toyota have
left your city and town, where is the hope? Our
task is to offer that hope.

We give our comrades the opportunity to
participate in discussions about theory and
practice in this section. These articles are an
opportunity for comrades to discuss their
ideas regarding theory and practice. Our
party follows the practice of Democratic
Centralism, and we actively encourage our
comrades to take part. People from outside of
our party can submit articles however, we
reserve the right to not publish if these
submissions do not fall in line with MarxistLeninist principles. We will not publish
anything that discriminates against other
groups of people on the grounds of subjective
notions of race, gender or sexual preference
or other forms of discrimination. You can
send your articles to the following email
account: brendakellaway@outlook.com
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Are you interested in Joining the Communist
Workers Party?
The purpose of Communist Workers Party of Australia is to change our Social
Economic system from a Capitalist based system to a Socialist system. The Party is a
voluntary organization of like-minded people who strive to unite in its ranks the most
politically active members of the working class and other sections of the people who
are prepared to work for the achievement of working-class state power and the
building of a Socialist Australia.

Our Party constitution is focused on maximum participation of each
individual member.
Our organisational principle combines the maximum of democratic discussion by the
entire membership to make decisions on how to advance the aims of the Party advancing the cause of the Australian working class and the achievement of
socialism. The Party members then have the obligation to carry out those majority
decisions.

Membership is open to any resident of Australia sixteen years or
older who agree with the basic principles of the Party program and
are willing to abide by the Party Constitution.
Potential Party members are assigned to a branch 3 months prior to their
acceptance to give them the full opportunity to learn how the Party works and the
theory of the working-class system, i.e., Marxism-Leninism.

The Rights of Party members section in our constitution protects
our members, encouraging their participation in discussion and
respecting their opinions.
All major decision of the leadership are made by members’ vote. We have
procedures and process enshrined in our constitution to ensure these rights are
protected. Interested in more information about our Party?
Phone: 0401 824 386 Email: brendakellaway@outlook.com
Mail: PO Box 367, Hamilton, NSW, 2303

Our website: http://communistworkerspartyofaustralia.org.au/
Our Facebook: (20+) Communist Workers Party of Australia | Facebook
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